[Projections of the dorsal raphe nucleus and midbrain central gray substance to the cat limbic system].
Morphological organization of connections of ventro-lateral (nociceptive) and dorso-lateral (analgetic) midbrain central gray (vl SGC and dl SGC), as well as of dorsal raphe nucleus (analgetic zone, Rd), with different limbic structures, responsible for the formation of various emotional states, was studied in 26 cats. The methods of electrical destruction of brain areas were used that were followed by the light and electron microscopic study of degenerating fibers and synapses. Heterogeneity of connections of above mentioned formations with different limbic structures was demonstrated. Connections Rd and dl SGC with upstream limbic structures were found to be very similar in their organization and expression. Connections of vl SGC with the same structures were significantly different. It is suggested that similar (antinociceptive) function of dl SGC and Rd has determined the likeness of their connections. This, in combination with the heterogeneity of SGC in conduction of the pain and analgesia, supports the identification of two brain systems: nociceptive, conducting pain sensitivity, and antinociceptive, inhibiting its conduction. The nociceptive system includes the following structures: vl SGC, posterior and lateral hypothalamic nuclei, preoptic area. In the antinociceptive system two subsystems could be distinguished: midbrain units of these subsystems are localized in different structures (Rd and dl SGC), while the upstream ones are found in the same hypothalamic nuclei--ventromedial, dorsomedial, paraventricular. As far as septum, amigdala, hippocampus and cingular cortex are concerned, it was found impossible to refer them to any of these systems--either nociceptive or antinociceptive--basing solely on the findings of morphological studies because of approximately similar representation of axons of neurons in vl SGC, dl SGC, Rd in these structures.